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Instinctively mobile apps are much better tools that paper guides.
Yet the positive impact of event apps on attendees satisfaction or average

uptake is somewhat obscure. Investing with caution is recommended.
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PROFESSIONALS TRUST
online information
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information gotten from inperson

SOCIAL MEDIA USE patterns
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Greater satisfaction and commitment result from
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with a service provider

Increased likelihood of
positive word-of-mouth 
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A study found that

82% of the online audience
found the 
VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
HELPFUL in
making a decision
to attend in-person next time
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OFFLINE INTERACTION - decreases - ONLINE COMMITMENT

of event planners see

2013
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as a
top priority investment for
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ARIBA
generated 400

40kwith their custom slideshare channel 
for their Ariba Live event
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would NOT RECOMMEND
a business with a bad mobile site.

have TURNED to a competitor’s
site after a bad mobile experience.

of adults have CURSED at their
phone when a site doesn’t work.

2.7
mobile devices

3.5
mobile devices

20122011

A BAD mobile experience
can cost you customers

57% 

40% 

23% 

HOW MUCH DO PEOPLE PAY FOR SMM TOOLS?

2.2%
of respondents say they spend 10000/month or more on monitoring tools

19%
between $500 and $5,000/month

19.7%
between $100 and $500/month

54.7%
$100/month or less

4.4%
between $5,000 and 10,000/month
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- is -

CHANGING EVENTS
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Responsive websites deliver a coherent experience to prospective
attendees regardless of the screen size or device used.

With an average of 3.5 devices owned, it is di�cult to predict 
where a purchase will happen.
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The risk of purchasing an event ticket is mitigated by online peers
recommendation. Serendipity engines with social graph integration

such as Lanyrd or Plancast play an increasingly important role
in how attendees make decisions.

Co-creation and attendees involvement in the event design can be
easily achieved with technology tools such as SXSW is doing with its
Panel Picker. Involving attendees has clear benefits for engagement,

satisfaction and word of mouth.

Online Backchannels are still crucial to diminish perceived risk
of attending, yet meta-networks that rely on Facebook,

Twitter or LinkedIn infrastructure should be preferred to ensure
engagement is consistent over time.

Livestreaming and video on demand are powerful tools
to promote the event and involve audience remotely.

These tools actually favour in person participation and save costs.

NFC technology helps to interact with event elements such as speakers
or live performances. Liking an aspect of your event is as easy as

swiping a mobile phone next to a sticker.

Badges can benefit of the power of RFID. Attendees are able to enter
contests, check in in di�erent areas of the event, send pictures online.

They just need to swipe their badge.

Social Media Monitoring tools are becoming an integral part of the event
manager toolkit. Monitoring what is happening real time at an event

makes it easy to understand successes and failures.

Slideshare is becoming a prominent channel to streamline slides.
The opportunities for promotion and increase attendees satisfaction are evident.

Social Advertising is a powerful substitute for mailing lists.
Marketers are investing more in it. Yet its e�ectiveness is tied to

a wider social engagement strategy.

WE  DECIDE TO ATTEND IF
OUR PEERS DO

ATTENDEES CHOOSE THEM


